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Introduction

Information is difficult to obtain on the cult of fertility dolls among 5 *

the Bantu, and references in the literature to the subject are few. Howeveu
some new information has come to hand recently, through a limited surv e &gt;

conducted by the author *.
M. de Lange 1 of the East London Museum has described some practice 5

and specimens of dolls used for promoting fertility amongst the Nguni an
the Basuto tribes; de Lange and E. M. Shaw 2 of the South African Musetiu* 12

have both described rites associated with specimen dolls found in the collection
of the Museum in Cape Town, relating to practices amongst the Zulu, Xo sa ’
Basuto, Twana, Ovambo and Valenge of Gasaland (Mozambique). These t"°
publications are the only ones readily found, dealing with this subject exd u
sively at length. Both authors comment on the scarcity of information eith el

 in the literature, where only occasionally a passing reference is found, or fr°^
any other source such as verbal testimony from members of the tribes
persons from other races who have been closely associated with the Bantu-

* I wish to acknowledge my source of information from the many persons ^
made possible this research on an extremely interesting subject; My acquaintances^
various ethnic groups, too many to be listed individually, who supplied inform 3,
Miss de Lange, Miss Shaw, Mr. B. Reynolds, Mrs. Valerie Vowles, all are than

for their information and interest in this paper. jrl j
1 M. de Lange, Dolls for Promotion of Fertility as Used by Some of the 1 &amp;

Tribes and the Basuto. Annals of the Cape 1. 1961, p. 86.
2 E. M. Shaw, Fertility-Dolls in Southern Africa. Nada (Salisbury) 25.194b.


